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Wouldn't it be nice to always have exactly the right kind of map, whatever your needs may be? You

will, with the uniquely versatile DeLorme Atlas & Gazetteer Series. These topographic atlases cover

individual states with the most comprehensive detail available, including back roads, backwater

lakes and streams, boat ramps, forests, wetlands, trailheads, campgrounds, public lands, prime

hunting and fishing spots, and countless landmarks and points of interest. You'll also find a wealth

of information on everything from family outings to wilderness adventures. The Atlas & Gazetteer is

ideal for outdoor recreation, business travel, home or office reference, and countless other

uses.Oregon Gazetteer categoriesÃ‚Â» CampgroundsÃ‚Â» Family OutingsÃ‚Â» FishingÃ‚Â»

HuntingÃ‚Â» Outdoor AdventuresÃ‚Â» Recreation AreasÃ‚Â» Unique Natural FeaturesSuggested

UsesÃ‚Â» In-vehicle for everyday referenceÃ‚Â» Exploring back roadsÃ‚Â» Outdoor recreation

preparation and navigationÃ‚Â» Business travelÃ‚Â» Planning vacations and leisure activitiesÃ‚Â»

Armchair journeys
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I had the Benchmark and decided to get a different one as that is getting old. Benchmark is so much

better than this Delorme in so many ways I dont know where to start. The organization is so poor,

the roads are not differentiated, the rivers and creeks are not dark enough, there is no oregon map

as a whole, and there are unnecessary color boundaries that get confused with roads or just

become distracting. I still use the old Benchmark all the time.



This gazetteer is indispensable. After going on several trips with friends who had this handy guide I

knew I needed one myself. I am a lover of high-tech and download offline maps, but sometimes they

fail to deliver at the most important times and if you travel like I do you often find yourself without

reliable data connections when you are adventuring in the great rural Oregon. A detailed paper map

provides something that a cell phone or GPS cannot. You and your travel mates can gather around

these maps and plan for a spontaneous adventure and feel comfortable flying by the seat of your

pants. I just love how accurately this gazetteer outlines BLM areas, something that I find the

alternatives to be much less reliable about.

Saved the day for us on the day of the eclipse! The fog rolled in on the coast and we used this to

head east and look at "points of interest" for a new spot. Found a beautiful reservoir had a wonderful

view. We plan to use it to find places we've never known about here in Oregon.

I like this edition more than the last edition. I think the maps are easier to read and the color

schemes for various land uses make it easier for me to determine where public land is. The only

thing I don't like is that this was published in 2008, so it's already five years old. Considering the

previous edition was published in 1998, this edition should have another five years of shelf life

before the next edition is released.If you're a hiker, fisher, hunter, birder or anyone who wants to

explore the woods, this is an invaluable resource.When the smartphone won't work, it's good to

have something on paper.

Have a collection of these maps for four states. Love the detail. Even have the map software for

2015, bought that from . Since Garmin bought out DeLorme it is getting harder to find these maps.

Nice to see them available on .

Has all the information necessary to be able to navigate throughout the entire state, even if you are

in unfamiliar territory. I have my own and purchased this as a gift for a friend.

Once the terminus of the famous Oregon trail, the state is still a great destination. And this DeLorme

Oregon Atlas and Gazetteer is a great way to find your way around the state's road network and its

very different geographic zones. Oregon's wet and often foggy coast gives way to a coastal range,

the awesome Williamette Valley, the mighty Cascade Mountain range, and the dryer interior with the

high desert town of Bend and Crater Lake National Park, among many other points of interest. The



atlas breaks down the state into 88 easily read individual map sheets, and includes listings of towns,

campgrounds, parks, and other recreation areas. It's perfect for road navigation and a starting point

for off-road adventures. Highly recommended.
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